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Abstract:
Promoting public transport depends on adapting effective tools for concurrent moni-

toring of perceived service quality. Social media feeds, in general, provide an opportunity
to ubiquitously look for service quality events, but when applied to confined geographic
area such as a transport node, the sparsity of concurrent social media data leads to two
major challenges. Both the limited number of social media messages—leading to biased
machine-learning—and the capturing of bursty events in the study period considerably
reduce the effectiveness of general event detection methods. In contrast to previous work
and to face these challenges, this paper presents a hybrid solution based on a novel fine-
tuned BERT language model and aspect-based sentiment analysis. BERT enables extract-
ing aspects from a limited context, where traditional methods such as topic modeling and
word embedding fail. Moreover, leveraging aspect-based sentiment analysis improves the
sensitivity of event detection. Finally, the efficacy of event detection is further improved
by proposing a statistical approach to combine frequency-based and sentiment-based so-
lutions. Experiments on a real-world case study demonstrate that the proposed solution
improves the effectiveness of event detection compared to state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: service quality, public transport, event detection, fine-tuned BERT, aspect-
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1 Introduction

The rigid monitoring of Service Quality (SQ) of public transport services is a key challenge
of the service operators, and yet a pre-requisite for the responsive management of their
transport services, including the management of the confined and often crowded spaces
of public transport nodes. Responsive management can contribute to public safety and to
sustainable demand for public transport services. Sustainable use of public transport, in
turn, can diminish the negative impact of private motorized mobility in urban space, such
as congestion, parking pressure, noise pollution, fossil fuel depletion, and air pollution—
with impact on climate and health [12]. Moreover, promoting SQ in public transport can
lead to customer loyalty, passenger retention and service recommendation [9].

A transport node, e.g., a bus/tram stop, station, terminal or multi-modal transport hub,
is one of the main components of a public transport system and can be defined as any
confined geographic area in which a public transport transfer activity takes place. On a
regular day, a transport node can be in charge of transferring a large number of people.
Therefore, continuous assessment of perceived SQ inside a transport node is a critical task
that promotes and increases the usage of public transport [14].

This task requires the development of an effective and efficient tool for measuring and
monitoring the perceived SQ. Concurrent monitoring of different SQ aspects and character-
istics should especially focus on the detection of unpredictable events impacting SQ, since
constant drains on SQ or regular events impacting SQ are generally known. The tool will
enable transport node operators to provide prompt responses to customers’ expectations.

Conducting surveys is the typical approach for monitoring perceived SQ. This approach
has been investigated extensively during the last decades [11, 12, 14, 15, 36]. Surveys, how-
ever, are limited to a predefined study period. This limitation makes them unable to con-
stantly observe and understand the passengers’ responses to the surrounding environment.
Consequently, surveys may miss shorter, longer or frequent events affecting public trans-
port SQ, e.g., delays, termination and overcrowding of services.

The emergence of social media allows service customers to report events and express
their opinions about them, including the events which happen inside transport nodes. As a
result, to mitigate the limitation of traditional approaches, event detection on social media
feeds can be leveraged for monitoring perceived SQ inside transport nodes.

Recently, several studies [20, 21] have been conducted on developing various ap-
proaches for event detection from social media feeds. Most of the existing methods consist
of two consecutive tasks: First, topic modeling, clustering or classification approaches are
leveraged for grouping semantically-related tweets [20]. This paper calls this task aspect
extraction. Second, machine-learning approaches are employed to detect uncommon high
burstiness scores in the study period. Here, the burstiness score indicates the relative fre-
quency of a group of semantically-related tweets appearing in a certain time window, as
compared with their average frequencies over all time windows [22]. Thus, burstiness de-
tection is an approach to capture occasions where a topic is mentioned more frequently
than its average occurrences during a study period. In this paper, we call this task detecting
events of interest. However, in a confined geographic area such as a transport node concur-
rent social media data is inevitably sparse. Over this confined spatial context, general event
detection approaches would face two major challenges:

• Low Variability: Low numbers of tweets in a dataset can lead to a less frequent occur-
rence of features in machine-learning approaches. This limitation leads to lower vari-
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ability in the dataset, while, based on the bias-variance trade-off philosophy, decreas-
ing the variability will increase the bias of a trained machine-learning-based model.
Therefore, typical machine-learning approaches for event detection do not achieve
their highest potential as they face the problem of underfitting in the training phase.

• Scarce Burstiness: As the number of observations in a sparse dataset is limited, bursti-
ness detection is a challenging task. This issue has been discussed in the litera-
ture [54, 63, 64], where general approaches cannot effectively catch events. There
have been few attempts for strengthening these approaches by concurrent analysis of
spatial characteristics of tweets along with burstiness detection. Nonetheless, these
attempts are mainly on the basis of analysing geo-tagged tweets, while precise spa-
tial information is no longer provided by Twitter. Moreover, as only 1% to 2% of the
Twitter stream is geo-tagged [18] anyway, using merely geo-tagged data for event
detection can intensify the sparseness in the dataset significantly.

To face those challenges, this paper leverages language modeling, sentiment analysis and a
hybrid solution for detecting events of interest. Specifically, first a language representation
model is utilized to perform the aspect extraction task, i.e., grouping semantically-related
feeds. Such models, which are pre-trained on a large corpus of data such as all Wikipedia1

articles, can be fine-tuned for various downstream applications including event detection
in the context of public transport. Therefore, they can bring extra semantic features into the
process of text classification which increases the variability and reduce the bias in the clas-
sifier. As a language model, a state-of-the-art deep language representation model, namely
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [13] is employed. BERT is
leveraged since it applies bidirectional training of a transformer, where this ability provides
a deeper understanding of the language context and improves the learning capacity. This
capability is especially important for our case, where there is a limited number of tweets,
and learning from this limited context can lead to the low variability challenge. Therefore,
in this paper, a pre-trained BERT model is fine-tuned by a range of transport-related Twit-
ter feeds extracted from a transport hub in order to transform tweets into vector features.
Next, these features are used for multi-label text classification. Finally, the effectiveness of
the classification is investigated using tweets extracted from another hub.

Furthermore, the second task, i.e., detecting events of interest and the analysis of pas-
sengers’ sentiment information as another class of observations, is utilized to face the chal-
lenge of scarce burstiness. Sentiment information brings external knowledge into the prob-
lem of event detection, which can be derived by leveraging domain-specific and general
lexicons and assigning a prior sentiment score to each word in tweets. This paper pro-
poses that sentiment information can enrich sparse datasets, thus improving the sensitivity
of detection as an intuitive feature. For extracting passengers’ sentiments, Aspect-Based
Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) [40], a novel computational approach to understand the per-
ception of a user about specific entities and their corresponding aspects, is employed. This
approach is chosen as it provides the opportunity to evaluate customers’ perception regard-
ing different aspects of public transport SQ, which leads to a more granular understanding
of their perceived service quality. Here, ABSA is used to estimate daily sentiment scores
and classify them into different aspects of SQ. To know these aspects, this paper follows
the classification of Eboli and Mazzulla [15] by categorising SQ aspects into seven discrete

1http://www.wikipedia.org
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classes, namely “Safety”, “View”, “Information”, “Service Reliability”, “Comfort”, “Per-
sonnel”, and “Additional Services”.

Finally, this paper proposes a novel Frequency-based and Sentiment-based Event Detec-
tion (FSED) approach. Using a statistical approach for this hybrid solution, FSED can com-
bine and integrate event detection solutions based on frequency and sentiment information
in order to overcome low variability and scarce burstiness challenges in a fine-grained SQ
detection.

In summary, this research makes the following contributions:

• It presents a novel aspect extraction approach by fine-tuning a BERT model using a
range of transport-related feeds. This approach enables event detection in a confined
geographic area, where traditional approaches such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [6] or skip-gram [34] would fail.

• It shows that aspect-based sentiment analysis can contribute to the detection of events
of interest as a complementary solution by improving the sensitivity of detection.

• It proposes a novel Frequency and Sentiment-based Event Detection (FSED) approach
that combines and integrates frequency-based and sentiment-based event detection
methods to overcome existing challenges and detects events of interest in a fine-
grained geographic area. The proposed method significantly outperforms state-of-
the-art event detection approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of
recent related works. Section 3 introduces the proposed methodology for event detection.
Section 4 discusses the experimental details including the dataset and settings. Section 5
discusses the results and findings. Finally, Section 6 concludes and summarizes the paper.

2 Related works

2.1 Event detection

In the context of social media, an event is defined as an occurrence at a specific time and
place which prompts related discussions on social media [20]. During the last decade,
numerous studies [21, 23, 24, 32, 41, 53, 58] have been conducted on developing different
methods for event detection from social media feeds.

Topic-modeling-based event detection relies on estimating the probability distributions
of latent topics from social media feeds. LDA [6], as a prominent topic modeling approach,
can link terms and documents based on latent topics, thus, can present each document
as a combination of multiple topics or as a set of representative words. This approach
has been extensively utilized and adopted for the task of aspect extraction during the last
decade [50,60,65]. A key limitation of LDA topic-modeling-based approaches is their need
for prior knowledge of model parameters which are hard to determine [23]. Several at-
tempts have been conducted to face LDA’s demonstrated drawbacks. As an example,
Aiello et al. [2] propose a topic-modeling-based event detection approach BNgram, which
considers co-occurrences of n-grams in order to detect topics of interest. They compare
their proposed method with two other state-of-the-art event detection methods. Then, they
compare term frequency on each day and its preceding days in order to detect any anomaly
using the well-known word embedding approach Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-
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quency (TF-IDF). However, due to the short length of tweets, capturing significant topics
from a limited context is still a challenge [20].

Other attempts leverage incremental clustering strategies to alleviate the challenge of
predicting the number of clusters in traditional clustering approaches and create event-
centric clusters and catch their uncommonly high burstiness scores. For instance, Hu et
al. [23] leverage word embedding to improve the efficiency and accuracy of event detec-
tion. They integrate skip-gram [34] with an incremental clustering approach as well as k-
means in order to represent documents and categorise news documents into event-centric
clusters. They also adopt a metric similar to F-score in order to assess the performance of an
unsupervised clustering with labelled data. Their work shows better results compared to
LDA and a simple incremental clustering approach in terms of recall, F-score, and time effi-
ciency. Recently, Hasan et al. [21] used tf− idf word embedding along with an incremental
clustering approach to reduce the computational complexity of event detection from high
volume Twitter social media feeds.

One of the main challenges in extracting aspects from multi-labelled data is the lack
of balance in the dataset. This challenge arises when labels are unevenly distributed over
the dataset, which affects the performance of classification algorithms negatively. As the
learning method may overfit the majority class and underfit the minority class, this leads
to a biased model [7, 8]. Such a model tends to predict labels as the majority aspect, thus
is missing important but less frequent events like Melbourne’s car attack at Flinders Street
Station in 2017. To avoid such situations, Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEchnique
(SMOTE) [8, 29] can be employed to balance the dataset. SMOTE is based on a greedy
algorithm which tries to make the distribution of labels as similar as possible and pro-
duce the best cross-validation folds. It does this by synthetically increasing the samples
of each minority aspect. SMOTE can reduce classifier’s risk of overfitting and improve
the effectiveness of the classification method and prediction accuracy, thus is applicable to
our application. Recently, this approach has also been successfully employed by Zahra et
al. [61], where the authors incorporate domain-knowledge along with textual features and
SMOTE for balancing the classes to achieve better classification performance.

Although the above approaches investigate the occurrence of events on social media
feeds, most of these methods are evaluated in the case of larger numbers of observations,
while in a confined geographic area, such as a transport node, sparse observations can lead
to lower variability in categorization and event detection models. In addition, whereas
leveraging balancing methods like SMOTE can mitigate the effect of imbalanced classes
on the machine-learning-based models, they are unable to address problems of high sim-
ilarity between features of inputs with different labels and lack of diversity among them.
Thus, based on the bias-variance trade-off philosophy, these problems will increase the bias
of a trained machine-learning-based model. A possible solution is embedding sentiment
information as another class of observations that can be helpful for enriching the dataset
and identifying human-related events, which is clearly neglected by the aforementioned
approaches.

Additionally, in such a case, capturing uncommonly high burstiness scores is also chal-
lenging. This issue has been reported frequently in the literature [54, 63, 64], where gen-
eral approaches fail to achieve expected effectiveness in the event detection. There have
been a few attempts for strengthening these approaches by concurrent analysis of spatial
characteristics of tweets along with burstiness detection. Nonetheless, these attempts are
mainly on the basis of the analysis of geotagged tweets, while precise spatial information
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is no longer provided by Twitter. Moreover, as only 1% to 2% of Twitter streams are geo-
tagged [18], limiting an event detection approach to this data can intensify the sparseness
in the dataset.

2.2 Sentiment analysis in event detection

Over the past decade, few studies have used sentiment information for detecting minor or
major events. Popescu and Pennacchiotti [43] used sentiments analysis as well as other lin-
guistic and structural features to catch controversial events that led to public discussion on
the Twitter platform. The research leveraged a 7590-word lexicon to estimate and quantify
sentiment polarity score associated with each snapshot. Results indicated the feasibility
and effectiveness of leveraging sentiment analysis as a contributing factor to the problem
of event detection.

Marcus et al. [32] developed a system that uses a graphical interface to visualize and
track events. They also leveraged an analytics engine and a classifier based on Naive Bayes
theory to estimate and analyse crowd sentiments on those events. Their research revealed
that while the sentiment analysis component was working properly, its polarity did not
necessarily reflect the general feeling about an event. Nevertheless, they did not explore the
connection between the strength of sentiments and real-world events. Thelwall et al. [51],
on the other hand, found that while positive sentiments can also be used to detect events,
the efficacy of negative sentiments showed better results.

Unlike Thelwall et al. [51], Paltoglou [39] has shown that both negative and positive
sentiments could yield robust results. In addition, he presented a comparative study with
data with different sample sizes between frequency-based and sentiment-based solutions
for event detection. He proposed that sentiment-based solutions in specific environments,
where data collection has been done by keyword-based queries, can have unique advan-
tages compared to other frequency-based solutions. While his study showed the capabili-
ties of sentiment analysis on Twitter data as a solution for event detection, it did not discuss
how to integrate these solutions to enhance the detection method’s precision.

Likewise, Nguyen et al. [37] employed sentiment analysis as a feature in the process of
detecting real world events. In their research, each human-being is considered as a sensor.
Therefore, sentiments can be considered as sensor measurements. The authors proposed
their event detection method on the basis of a psychological behaviour framework along
with a novel indexing method for temporal sentiment analysis and a basic anomaly detec-
tion approach based on time-series analysis.

Xiaomei et al. [57] recently introduced a corpus-based sentiment analysis method for
micro-blog streams to detect breaking events. In this model, a classification and burst
detection method were used to identify significant events after building a corpus-based
dictionary and running sentiment analysis. The hashtags were then used to show the de-
scription of the events. The results demonstrate the potential to use sentiment analysis as
an event detection solution. Nevertheless, in the case of the detection method, they missed
the frequency of words as a significant source of data. Additionally, their approach takes
only tweets that contain hashtags into consideration, whereas a large number of valuable
tweets do not contain hashtags.

While these studies have reported promising results and provided valuable informa-
tion, to the best of our knowledge none of them assessed the sensitivity of the instrument—
the efficacy of event detection using sentiment analysis to detect shorter, longer, or regular
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events affecting SQ in public transport. Another research gap is the lack of an effective
method for combining frequency-based and sentiment-based approaches in event detec-
tion. In addition, these studies have looked at public transport systems as a whole, while
this study is interested in monitoring SQ in a single transport node. Due to the confined
geographic area that can result in data sparsity, challenges constitute extracting significant
aspects from a limited context, scarce burstiness in sparse feeds, and effective integration
of sentiment-based solutions with general approaches.

A preliminary version of this work has been presented before [45]. Compared to that
paper, this work employs BERT, as a cutting-edge language model, to classify tweets into
semantically-related aspects. Moreover, this paper performs Aspect-Based Sentiment Anal-
ysis to capture passengers’ perception regarding different aspects of SQ in public transport,
whereas the previous research is based on a binary classification of sentiment classes. The
major advantage of this work over the preliminary version is that this paper considers as-
pects in the process of event detection, where aspects can bring a more in-depth view into
passengers’ perception regarding different angles of a provided service. In addition, this
work frees the model from the assumption that each day can contain at most one SQ event.

3 Event detection using Twitter data

In this section, we discuss our proposed solution for detecting events within a confined
geographic area such as a transport node. As Figure 1 illustrates, the proposed method
comprises of two main phases.

In the first phase, namely aspect extraction2, multi-label tweets need to be grouped into
semantically-related categories. To do so, this paper employs BERT to transform tweets
into a vector of words. Then, using a binary classification approach, multi-label tweets
can be classified into semantically-related groups, i.e., SQ aspects in our application. The
second phase is called detecting events of interest3, which conducts burstiness detection
for each aspect and captures occasions where an aspect is mentioned more frequently than
its average occurrence. With this aim, this paper proposes a statistical approach, called
FSED, to combine frequency-based and sentiment-based event detection solutions. FSED
aggregates candidate events captured by both methods in order to improve the sensitivity
of the approach and tackle the challenge of Scarce Burstiness, which is discussed before.

In what follows, first, our proposed approach for extracting aspects based on the BERT
language representation model is discussed. Next, a brief review on aspect-based senti-
ment analysis is presented, followed by the proposed statistic solution FSED for detecting
events of interest.

3.1 Aspect extraction using a BERT language model

Recently, Google released a novel bidirectional language representation model BERT [13],
which is known as a key innovation in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. On
the one hand, similar to word embedding approaches, BERT leverages a large unlabeled
corpus for understanding the semantic structure of a sentence and adopting feature rep-
resentation of the sentence for many NLP tasks. On the other hand, unlike any other

2https://github.com/mmrahimi/SQ_monitoring_AE
3https://github.com/mmrahimi/SQ_monitoring_DEOI
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Task #2: Detecting Events of InterestTask #1: Aspect Extraction

Events
Multi-Label 

Text Classification

Frequency-based
Event Detection

Statistical
Aggregation

BERT
Language Model

Sentiment-based
Event Detection

Figure 1: The proposed approach for event detection.

approach, BERT provides a fine-tuning step that minimizes the usage of prior contextual
knowledge in the model design by learning such knowledge from the input data [59]. To
do so, the last few layers of the language model will be modified to adapt the model to
specific downstream applications. Moreover, in contrast to previous language models that
read inputs sequentially either from left-to-right or right-to-left, BERT reads the entire sen-
tence at once. This characteristic enables bidirectional training of the model, thus, letting
BERT have a more profound sense of language context and a higher learning capacity. All
these capabilities are especially important for our case, where there is a limited number
of tweets, and learning from this limited context can be difficult due to the low variability
challenge. Therefore, in this paper, a pre-trained BERT model is fine-tuned by a range of
transport-related Twitter feeds extracted from a transport hub in order to transform tweets
into vector features.
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Figure 2: Overview of BERT’s input for the task of multi-label text classification. Here i
represents an identifier in tweets, t denotes tokens, and A is an aspect of SQ. [CLS] and
[SEP] are twos special tokens which are needed to be added to each tweet.

In order to leverage the BERT language model, first, the format of the input data should
be constructed. As Figure 2 shows, each tweet T i should be broken down into smaller
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chunks, namely tokens, where a token can be a word, a punctuation mark, a number, an
n-gram or even a symbol (e.g., ‘&’ and ‘$’). Using a WordPiece tokenizer [56], each tweet
can be chopped into a sequence of tokens {ti1, ..., tin}. Secondly, two special tokens should
be padded to each sentence. [CLS] is a special symbol which needs to be added at the
beginning of every input token sequence. Moreover, [SEP] is another special token which
is required at the end of the sequence [13]. Each input token, then, will be passed to a token
embedding component where they are transformed into a vector representation, i.e., Eit1 .
Next, segment embedding is used to label each token with its corresponding tweet. Finally,
a position embedding is also employed for each token in order to indicate its position in
the sequence.

After fine-tuning the model using collected tweets, a final linear classification layer is
employed to receive BERT final hidden vectors and classify those which are semantically
related. To do so, a sigmoid function is trained to obtain the probability of classification
and compute the loss value for a standard binary classification. Thus, a sequence of labels
as [Ai1, ..., Ai6] is provided for each tweet which indicates whether the tweet belongs to each
of the SQ aspects. Figure 3 depicts an example of our proposed aspect extraction method.
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Figure 3: The process of aspect extraction using the fine-tuned BERT model and a trained
binary classifier.

To face the challenge of multi-label learning in case of an unbalanced dataset, SMOTE
is employed. SMOTE, as discussed in Section 2, can reduce a classifier’s risk of overfitting
and improve the effectiveness of the classification method and prediction accuracy, thus
applicable to our application.

3.2 Detecting events of interest using frequency and sentiment analysis

As shown in Figure 1, our proposed approach for the second task can be split into three
steps, namely Frequency-based Event Detection, Sentiment-based Event detection, and
statistic aggregation. Details on frequency-based event detection can be found in the initial
version of this paper [45]. In this section, first we present the details of aspect-based senti-
ment analysis, and then the proposed approach for statistical aggregation of both methods.
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3.2.1 Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA)

Sentiment analysis is defined as automated mining of opinions and emotions through the
processing of text, speech, images and other kinds of data sources [26]. The aim of senti-
ment analysis is to measure positivity, negativity or neutrality, i.e., polarity of texts, and
classify them into separate sentimental categories. Most of the early studies on sentiment
analysis were conducted on predicting overall sentiments of a document while evaluating
different aspects of different entities were neglected. Recently, Aspect-Based Sentiment
Analysis [40] has been suggested as a novel computational approach to understand the
perception of a user about specific entities and their corresponding aspects [42]. Due to
the specific domain of this research, i.e., monitoring SQ in public transport, this paper uses
aspect-based sentiment analysis for improving the effectiveness of general event detection
and face the challenge of Scarce Burstiness.

Typically, ABSA comprises of two major tasks: aspect extraction and sentiment classi-
fication [42]. In the first phase, the goal is to extract entities “E” and attributes “A” from a
given text. By analyzing the training data, it is observed that a single tweet can be related to
various aspects of SQ. Therefore, the problem is defined as a multi-label text classification,
where the only entity is defined as the SQ of public transport and attributes are Eboli and
Mazzulla’s [15] pre-defined aspects of SQ, i.e., “Safety”, “View”, “Information”, “Service
Reliability”, “Comfort”, “Personnel”, and “Additional Services”. Using the developed as-
pect extraction and fine-tuned language model in the last section, tweets can be classified
and predicted based on their corresponding labels.

In the second task, a lexicon-based sentiment analysis approach named SentimentR [47]
is employed to measure sentiment polarity of each aspect. SentimentR, which also has
been used in other recent work [25, 55], is a tool that uses a dictionary look-up together
with the consideration of valence shifters, i.e., terms that intensify or diminish emotions
significantly. The dictionary includes 11709 words, where each individual score takes a
value ranging from -2 to 1. In this task and for each aspect, first, the sentiment score for
each tweet is estimated. Next, daily sentiments scores are calculated using an averaged
(Sτ ). Figure 4 shows the variation of Sτ during the study period.

During daily aggregation, it is observed that tweets with negative and positive polar-
ities can neutralize daily sentiments in many cases. Therefore daily sentiment scores are
classified and aggregated here into three distinct classes, i.e., negative, positive, and overall
score, and the most effective class is explored in the process of detecting SQ-related events.

3.2.2 Frequency and sentiment-based event detection (FSED)

Due to the sparse observations within a confined space, general time-series-based ap-
proaches would not be able to detect the events of interest effectively. To alleviate this
limitation, this research proposes a Frequency-based and Sentiment-based Event Detection
(FSED) method. Using a statistical approach, FSED can combine and integrate event de-
tection solutions based on sentiment and frequency. The proposed method employs the
probability distribution of frequency and sentiments of tweets to estimate the probability
of obtaining each possible value for daily frequency and sentiment score. Finally, a single
probability value can be obtained that can be used to detect candidate events.

To begin with, first the best-fitting distribution functions for the frequency of tweets are
explored. As the frequency has a discrete distribution over time, a series of well-known dis-
crete distribution functions, namely Geometric, Binomial, Negative Binomial and Poisson
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Figure 4: Daily variation of average sentiment scores for the “Service Reliability” aspect
during the study period.

distributions, are considered to be fitted to the dataset. These distributions have been used
quite effectively to analyze count data in the literature [10]. To find the best fitting distri-
bution function, Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is employed to explore models’
parameters. Next, the function with the highest log-likelihood value (goodness of fit) is
leveraged as the best fitting distribution function for each aspect. For instance, this mea-
sure reveals that negative binomial has better fitness to the frequency of tweets, i.e., num-
ber of tweets per day, compared to other distribution functions for the aspect of “Service
Reliability” (Figure 5). Here, Figure 5 indicates the accordance between the empirical (Ob-
servations) and the theoretical distributions (Expected values). Finally, for each aspect, the
vector of probabilities is determined using empirical values of probability of success and
mean.

On the other hand, due to the continuous nature of sentiment information, a se-
ries of commonly used univariate continuous distributions, namely Normal, Exponential,
Gamma, Beta, Lognormal and Weibull distributions are considered for different classes of
sentiments. Such functions have been used extensively in data analysis [28]. Similar to the
last step, the best fitting distribution function is selected based on MLE and goodness of fit
for each aspect of SQ. For example, for the aspect of “Service Reliability”, a Beta distribu-
tion is employed as the best-fitting distribution function for the negative class of sentiments
(Figure 6). The vector of probabilities is calculated for each aspect and class of sentiments
using empirical values for its shape parameters.

Finally, for each aspect a, these two solutions are combined by defining the overall dis-
tribution of probability as:
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Figure 5: Empirical and theoretical distribution (left) and Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) (right) of frequency data for the aspect of “Service Reliability” using negative
binomial distribution.

P (F aτ < α, Saτ < α) = P (F aτ < α) ∗ P (Saτ < α) (1)

where P is the variable’s probability value and α is the level of significance. Therefore, for
each day, if the overall probability value is smaller than the level of significance, the day is
selected as a candidate for an event.

4 Experiments

This section presents and discusses details of experiments including the used dataset, pa-
rameter settings, evaluation schema and final results.

4.1 Dataset and ground truth

In this research, two major transport hubs are considered as case studies: Victoria’s two
busiest public transport interchanges. These two hubs are Southern Cross Station (SCS) and
Flinders Street Station (FSS) in the central business district of Melbourne. The experiment
is based on a Twitter dataset comprising of more than 32 million tweets, posted within
the metropolitan area of Melbourne between June 2017 to May 2018. This data is obtained
from the Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN4). To detect relevant

4www.aurin.org.au
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Distribution Function (CDF) (bottom-left) and the P-P plot (bottom-right) of exponential
distribution of the negative class of sentiment scores in the aspect of “Service Reliability”.

tweets, a two-phase search, i.e., a textual keyword search followed by a spatial search, is
conducted. First, the following keywords are queried and all tweets containing any of these
keywords are selected for further processing:

• Different combinations of station names (as extracted from Wikidata5 and tweets
themselves) such as “Southern Cross”, “SouthernCross”, “Spencer Street Station”
(station’s old name), “SCS” or “SSS”, “Flinders”, “Flinder Street Station” (without
S).

• Names of public transport operators such as Metrotrains, V/Line, PTV

Next, after extracting the geographic extent of each transport hub using OpenStreetMap
Nominatim web service6, a point-in-polygon operation is performed to retrieve other cor-
responding tweets which are possibly missed by the keyword search process but were send

5https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q801455
6www.nominatim.org
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from within the geographic extent of the stations (this twitter dataset still had precise geo-
tagging). A final aggregation based on Tweet-IDs result in a total of 2038 tweets for SCS
and 1386 tweets for FSS.

While keyword and geographic search approaches can be used to select feeds related
to both transport hubs, it is expected that only a fraction of these tweets will be related to
the public transport SQ. Moreover, in order to categorize tweets into semantically-related
groups, it is required to know the corresponding aspect of SQ that each of these tweets
belong to. To this aim, this paper uses Eboli and Mazzulla’s [15] proposed taxonomy
where they characterize SQ of public transport by seven different aspects namely “Safety”,
“View”, “Information”, “Service Reliability”, “Comfort”, “Personnel”, and “Additional
Services”. This taxonomy is leveraged here to map selected tweets to the corresponding
aspect(s) of SQ. To this end, one of the authors manually annotated tweets with one or
more aspects of SQ. Those tweets that do not fall into any of these aspects are considered
as irrelevant to the SQ of public transport, and therefore, are discarded. Finally, 1375 and
1190 tweets are selected for further analyses in SCS and FSS, respectively. Table 1 shows
the distribution of tweets over different aspects of SQ for two case studies, SCS and FSS.

Node Safety View Information Reliability Comfort Personnel Additional Discarded Total
Labelled

SCS 9.7% 9.6% 10.6% 53.7% 14.3% 4.8% 14.9% 663 1375
FSS 6.3% 1.7% 16.3% 79.6% 9.9% 8.9% 1.3% 196 1190

Table 1: Distribution of selected and manually-annotated tweets with different aspects of
service quality. Each tweet can belong to more than one aspect of SQ.

In addition, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a list of
events happened inside of SCS are manually-labelled for the study period by the afore-
mentioned annotator. Here, we record an event in the list if there are at least two tweets
supporting the occurrence of the event. The resulted events then get verified using a list of
events provided by SCS authorities as a ground-truth. Table 2 shows the number of verified
manually labelled events for each aspect during the study period.

Node Safety View Information Reliability Comfort Personnel Additional Total
SCS 18 8 16 73 19 2 14 150

Table 2: The number of manually-extracted events for different aspects of service quality.

4.2 Limitations on the dataset

In order to know the limitations of the sparse dataset used in this research, tweets corre-
sponding to SCS are compared with their superset, i.e., the whole set of tweets posted in
Melbourne during the study period. To this aim, a simple comparison of the distribution of
words in the two datasets is performed. This is done by fitting a few well-known discrete
probability distribution functions to both datasets. Here, discrete distribution functions
(Geometric, Binomial, Negative Binomial and Poisson), are leveraged due to the nature
of both datasets. To solve the parameters that best fit each distribution function and find
the best-fitting distribution, maximum likelihood estimation is employed. Finally, Poisson
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regression is chosen as it has better fitness to the distribution of word frequencies (in terms
of log-likelihood value) compared to other discrete distributions. Table 3 illustrates the
results of the Poisson regression. In this table, rate (µ) is the mean rate of the occurrence
of tweets in the dataset per unit of offset (a particular unit of observation). This paper sets
the offset value to 3 due to a previous assumption that at least three tweets are required to
reflect the occurrence of an event (as discussed in Section 4.1).

Place Offset Rate (µ) STD
SCS 3 14.7 29.9
Melbourne 3 93.3 162.7

Table 3: Parameters used for Poisson regression along with the corresponding standard
deviation (STD).

As Table 3 shows, the standard deviation of the tweets in SCS is significantly smaller
than the corresponding value for the whole of Melbourne, where a small standard devi-
ation reflects small variability in the dataset. This smaller variability will lead to a more
biased trained model. As a result, normal event detection approaches may fail to achieve
expected precision and recall values (discussed in Section 4.4) due to the data sparseness,
and this can considerably reduce the effectiveness of straight-forward event detection ap-
proaches.

4.3 Experimental settings

As Figure 1 shows, the event detection task can be split into two consecutive tasks. For each
task, the performances of the proposed approaches are compared with other state-of-the-
art methods with ground-truth results and on a sparse dataset. In this section, experimental
settings considered for each of these approaches are discussed.

4.3.1 Aspect extraction approaches

For the aspect extraction phase, the performance of BERT, the proposed approach, is com-
pared with two other state-of-the-art baseline approaches along with multiple classifiers:

• LDA, as a frequently-used state-of-the-art approach [3,19,31], is implemented for the
comparison with the language model-based classification. The first step in finding
latent topics in LDA is setting the number of topics. A comparative approach found
in the literature [3, 44] is used to extract the optimum number of topics. This method
applies a quantitative comparison on a single model by training it with a different
number of topics. Then, models will be evaluated, as their corresponding topics
should be distinguished based on the subject while their interpretability should be
preserved. The other hyper-parameters of LDA, α and β, are empirically set to 50/K
and 0.1 respectively.

• Skip-gram [34], a novel word embedding-based approach, is also applied here to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Similar to Hu et al. [23], the di-
mension of features is set to 100 and δ is set to 0.4.

After transforming terms into multi-dimensional vectors using LDA or skip-gram, three
state-of-the-art classification approaches (Support Vector Machines (SVM) with a Gaus-
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sian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, Logistic Regression (LR), and Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP)) are employed for grouping tweets into semantically-related categories.
These classifiers are selected based on their demonstrated effectiveness in analysis of high-
dimensional datasets with multiple classes. Classifiers are trained using one-vs-rest strat-
egy, where we fit one classifier for each aspect of SQ. For the MLP classifier, similar to Lenc
et al. [30], an architecture with one layer and 512 neurons are considered.

In the proposed method, a fine-tuned BERT model along with one final layer of a sig-
moid function is used to apply a multi-label text classification and predict the correspond-
ing sequence of labels for each tweet. To do so, a pre-trained uncased BERTbase with 12
layers is utilized as the base platform of the experiments. Similar to Devlin et al. [13], a
batch size of 32 and three epochs were used for the fine-tuning of the model. Here, two
epochs of training are applied to reduce the possibility of “over-fitting”. In order to face
the imbalance in the dataset, random minority oversampling with replacement is used [29].

4.3.2 Detecting events of interest

For the second phase, the proposed method is compared against three state-of-the-art
time-series anomaly detection approaches: Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA), Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM), and Seasonal Hybrid Extreme Stu-
dentized Deviate (S-H-ESD) [1, 4, 52, 53]. For time-series-based approaches, the outlier de-
tection is applied to sentiments scores (S) and frequency of tweets (F) to detect candidate
events. Therefore, two sets of candidate dates are extracted for each criterion. We also
consider the union and intersection of these sets to assess the effectiveness of sentiment
analysis for detection of SQ event. The significance level (α) is set as 5% as it leads to the
best event detection results in the case of F-score. Other parameter values chosen for each
baseline method are:

• S-H-ESD: Similar to Tonon et al. [52], the significance level (α) is set as 5%.
• ARIMA: Similar to Khongsrabut and Waiyamai [27], ARIMA’s hyper-parameters,

i.e., p, d, and q, are defined using an approach named “AutoARIMA”, where
ARIMA’s hyper-parameters are extracted using an optimization approach based on
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).

• LSTM: Similar to Saeidi et al. [49], the model uses a batch size equal to the number
of observations (number of days in the study period in our case) and the number of
hidden units of size 50. In addition, the anomaly detection threshold is set at k = 3,
similar to Wei et al. [53].

4.4 Evaluation metrics

As illustrated in Figure 1, the event detection comprises of two consecutive stages. For each
stage, various metrics can be adopted for the assessment of the aforementioned approaches.
Aligned with these stages, this section can be divided into two subsections. First, adopted
metrics for aspect extraction is presented. Next, the second subsection elaborates chosen
metrics for detecting events of interest.
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4.4.1 Metrics for aspect extraction

In order to evaluate the obtained results and find the optimum number of topics in LDA,
the semantic coherence metric UMass [35] is used. This method, which has been used in the
literature extensively [3,31,48], is a co-occurrence measure that uses a smoothed conditional
probability in order to quantify the coherence in each topic. Moreover, in order to investi-
gate the resulting topics, a common way of listing them is looking at their proportions in
the dataset and manually exploring their top-k words. Nonetheless, it is not sufficient to list
the most frequent words for each topic, as several topics may share some very common and
uninformative terms. An alternative approach is using FRequency-EXclusivity (FREX) [5],
which can balance the frequency of terms with the exclusivity of them to each topic. FREX
uses a harmonic mean of an empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of each the
frequency of each word along with an empirical CDF of specificity to that topic. In this
research, FREX is used to explore top words within each topic in order to have a better
understanding of the resulting topics.

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method in the aspect extraction task,
this paper conducts a comparative study between BERT, skip-gram and LDA in terms of
their performance in the multi-label classification. To do so, SVM, LR and MLP are used
on top of two baseline methods and a sequence of labels predicted for each tweet by each
method is compared with corresponding annotations from the ground-truth. Models are
trained based on the tweets from SCS. Next, trained models are tested on FSS using a 10-
fold cross-validation. Similarly, in the proposed method, the BERT model is fine-tuned on
tweets from SCS and tested based on data from FSS to ensure an out-of-sample evaluation.
Here, for each aspect, the following well-established metrics for the evaluation of NLP
tasks can be adopted:

• PrecisionAE: The fraction of relevant tweets which are correctly classified as relevant
to the aspect from the total number of cases that the model is classified as relevant.

PrecisionAE =
TPAE

TPAE + FPAE
(2)

• RecallAE (Sensitivity): The fraction of relevant tweets which are correctly classified as
relevant to the aspect from a total number of real relevant tweets to the aspect in the
dataset.

RecallAE =
TPAE

TPAE + FNAE
(3)

• F-scoreAE: The harmonic mean of the Precision and Recall values which indicates the
effectiveness of the classification method.

F − scoreAE = 2 ∗ PrecisionAE ∗RecallAE
PrecisionAE +RecallAE

(4)

where TPAE (true positives) is the number of relevant tweets which are properly classified
as relevant, FPAE (false positives) is the number of irrelevant tweets which are improp-
erly classified as relevant and FNAE (false negatives) is the number of relevant tweets
which are improperly classified as irrelevant. Based on the values for PrecisionAE, RecallAE
and F-scoreAE of each aspect, the overall performance of the classification approach can
be obtained. To do so, two well-known metrics, Micro-average and Macro-average, can
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be employed. While Micro-Average aggregates the contributions of all classes to compute
the average metric, Macro-Average computes the metric independently for each aspect and
then takes the average.

Moreover, in order to confirm the performance of the classification approach, a proba-
bilistic measure can also be leveraged. With this aim, the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve and the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) are employed in this research.
Generally, the ROC curve demonstrates the ability of the classification method to distin-
guish labels and the AUC provides the opportunity to quantify the ROC curve. AUC has
been widely used for evaluating various classification approaches recently [17].

4.4.2 Metrics for detecting events of interest

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method for event detection, the final step
of event detection needs to be performed (Figure 1). Here, FSED is compared with three
state-of-the-art baseline approaches based on precision, recall and F-score. Here, for each
aspect of SQ, the following adopted metrics can be adopted (equations are similar to what
is discussed in Section 4.4.1):

• PrecisionDEOI: The fraction of eventful days that are correctly detected from the total
number of days that the model has detected as eventful.

• RecallDEOI (Sensitivity): The fraction of eventful days that are correctly detected from
the total number of eventful days in the dataset.

• F-scoreDEOI: The harmonic mean of the PrecisionDEOI and RecallDEOI values, which
indicates the effectiveness of the event detection method.

where TPDEOI is defined as the number of eventful days that are correctly detected as
eventful, FPDEOI is the number of uneventful days that are incorrectly detected as event-
ful, and FNDEOI is the number of eventful days that are incorrectly detected as uneventful.

5 Results and discussion

As Figure 1 shows, our event detection framework is divided into two consecutive tasks,
Aspect Extraction and Detecting Events of Interest, which are discussed in more detail
in this section. Section 5.1 compares the effectiveness of a conventional aspect extraction
method, i.e., LDA, against language modeling techniques in the case of the sparse dataset.
In Section 5.2, the effectiveness of the proposed FSED method for detecting events of inter-
est is compared with other state-of-the-art baseline approaches.

5.1 Aspect extraction

For the aspect extraction phase, the performance of two state-of-the-art baseline ap-
proaches, namely LDA and skip-gram, are compared with BERT.

5.1.1 LDA topic modeling

LDA is one of the most common techniques to extract aspects in a set of tweets and group
them accordingly [23]. As a result, we first consider the effectiveness of LDA to extract the
aspects that can be used to group semantically-related tweets in our dataset.
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To convert each tweet into the vector of words, we use Bag of Words and Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) as the two most common word em-
bedding approaches. Gensim [46] and MALLET tools (MAchine-Learning for LanguagE
Toolkit) [33] are employed to train the model based on the provided word embedding. The
output of the training phase is a set of topics, where each topic comprises a sequence of
words.

The first step in finding latent topics in LDA is setting the number of topics. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.1, similar to [3, 31, 48], this paper uses UMass [35] coherence to eval-
uate the obtained results and find the optimum number of topics in LDA. Using UMass
coherence, a quantitative comparison between models trained with a different number of
topics can be conducted [3,44]. Figure 7 shows the variation of the coherence over different
numbers of topics. The optimum number of topics can be found at the end of rapid growth
in the value of coherence [3]. As Figure 7 demonstrates, here the optimum number of topics
can be either 6 or 10 where corresponding coherence values are almost 74%.

Figure 7: The variation of coherence score for a different number of topics.

Figure 8 illustrates inter-topic distance map extracted by LDA topic models with six
(right panel) and ten (left panel) as the optimum number of topics. In these plots, the
size of topics (circles) shows their coherence while the distance between them reveals their
inter-topic correlations. As the figure demonstrates, when the number of topics is equal to
10 (left figure), some of resulting topics, i.e., Topics 2, 4, 5, 9, and 10, are neighbouring and
overlapping. The same pattern can be observed in the right figure, where Topics 1 and 2
and Topics 3, 4, and 6 are overlapping. In addition, it can be observed that most of these
topics are being clustered in the two top quadrants instead of being scattered throughout
the distance map. This shows that there is a high correlation between these topics and
they are not significantly segregated. Thus, it can be argued that the trained model cannot
provide meaningful and interpretable topics.

As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the FREX score is employed to explore top significant
words within each topic. Table 4 and Table 5 show the top eight words assigned to each
topic based on the FREX score for LDA models with ten and six topics, respectively. As
these two tables show, although UMass coherence of topic modeling is more than 70%,
the obtained topics do not completely match with individual SQ aspects. In other words,
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Figure 8: Visualization of modeled topics with ten topics (left) and six topics (right).

while some topics should be merged to match with a specific SQ aspect, others need to be
split. For instance, in Table 4, Topic 1 contains keywords related to the “View”, “Informa-
tion” and “Service Reliability” categories, and Topic 2 comprises of “Service Reliability”,
“Comfort” and “Additional services” aspects. The same pattern can be observed in Table
5, where Topic 4 comprises of “Service Reliability” and “Safety”, whereas Topic 5 contains
keywords related to “Safety”, “Information” and “Comfort”.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Topic 1 look name early friend warning meet bin current
Topic 2 stand yet toward timetable earlier name delay looker
Topic 3 full bollard aboriginal yet look sign star toward
Topic 4 toward name look yet clear starbucks info staff
Topic 5 board operation toward notice name look yet request
Topic 6 yet name look power footy starwars fault guy
Topic 7 wait racist name straight toward extra look minute
Topic 8 tomorrow outside connect name station look stick passenger
Topic 9 name life sky youtube look toward escalator issue
Topic 10 free yet look police name fan final classic

Table 4: Top eight words assigned to each topic based on the FREX score for an LDA model
with ten topics. Terms in bold are used for interpreting the SQ aspect.

Similarly, we observe that the model groups tweets belonging to different SQ categories
into a single cluster. For instance, Table 6 shows three different examples of tweets which
are categorized in a single topic using LDA model with ten topics (Topic 1).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Topic 1 stop bus photo notice vline move year fix
Topic 2 walk night track free start trip short lift
Topic 3 meet sign place fault ticket weekend close work
Topic 4 run leave minute cancel metrotrain operate early police
Topic 5 bollard display escalator request pay x-wing taxi long
Topic 6 line passenger depart staff travel tram late direct

Table 5: Top eight words assigned to each topic based on the FREX score for an LDA model
with six topics. Terms in bold are used for interpreting the SQ aspect.

Tweet Aspect
“the frankston service from southern cross we were all waiting as per
the screens and then when the time came it just changed to flinders” Service Reliability

“band playing in front of the southern cross steps this morning
were soothing?” Additional Services

“omg help, i just passed a huge crowd of people in fursuits at southern
cross.” Comfort

Table 6: Example of tweets categorized into the first topic using LDA.

As a result, it can be argued that LDA topic modeling has demonstrated drawbacks in
categorizing sparse tweets into semantically similar groups.

5.1.2 Word embedding-based clustering

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed aspect extraction method, a state-of-the-art
word embedding-based approach, skip-gram, is also evaluated in this paper.

Here, the effectiveness of the method proposed by Hu et al. [23] as a state-of-the-art
skip-gram-based event detection approach is evaluated, where we first train the model on
tweets from SCS and then employ their proposed adaptive online clustering for grouping
tweets into semantically-related categories. This approach sequentially processes inputs,
one at a time, and grows the clusters incrementally. It uses cosine similarity to find the
most similar cluster generated previously to add the tweet to it, otherwise, a new cluster
will be generated and the tweet will be assigned to that.

However, we observe that this approach categorizes all the tweets into a single cluster.
This is due to the fact that more than 98% of vectors, i.e., tweets transformed using the skip-
gram method, have a similarity score of more than 0.9. This can be interpreted such that
due to the limited number of tweets and their short length, skip-gram fails to capture the
semantic and syntactic relations between terms. This issue, which also has been observed
by Nguyen et al. [38], highlights the low variability challenge of our problem.

5.1.3 A comparative study

This study proposes to use a multi-label text classification method using BERT to maximize
the usage of prior contextual knowledge in the model design and bring extra semantic fea-
tures into the process of text classification. To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, this paper conducts a comparative study between BERT and two other baseline
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approaches, i.e., skip-gram and LDA. Note that unlike the conventional way of using the
output of LDA and skip-grams to cluster tweets, we use the LDA extracted features and
the word embedding representations of the skip-gram to classify tweets into the prespeci-
fied SQ categories. Hence, we use three classifiers, namely SVM, LR, and MLP to compare
the performance of LDA, skip-grams, and BERT in the multi-label classification. As dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.1, the two LDA models with six and ten topics are chosen for further
evaluations.

First, classification models are trained based on the tweets from SCS. Then, using the
trained models, labels for FSS are predicted for cross-validation. Here, according to result-
ing values for precision, recall, and F-score of each aspect, the overall performance of each
classification approach can be obtained. To do so, Micro-Average and Macro-Average can
be employed. While Micro-Average aggregates the contributions of all classes to compute
the average metric, Macro-Average computes the metric independently for each class and
then take the average. In addition, the AUC metric is leveraged to confirm the findings.

Aspect BERT SG
+ MLP

LDA 6
+ MLP

LDA 10
+ MLP

Safety 56% ± 8% 11% ± 9% 1% ± 1% 0%
View 34% ± 4% 6% ± 7% 0% 1% ± 3%
Information 75% ± 3% 55% ± 3% 2% ± 2% 1% ± 2%
Reliability 92% 86% ± 2% 69% ± 2% 70% ± 2%
Comfort 51% ± 4% 9% ± 4% 1% ± 1% 2% ± 2%
Personnel 59% ± 10% 12% ± 1% 2% ± 3% 1% ± 3%
Additional 45% ± 19% 2% ± 3% 0% 2% ± 2%
Micro Avg 82% ± 1% 71% ± 2% 44% ± 1% 45% ± 2%
Macro Avg 59% ± 2% 26% ± 1% 11% 11%
AUC 74% ± 1% 57% 52% 52%

Table 7: Classification results for different aspects of SQ and different aspect extraction
methods in terms of F-score and AUC metrics. Here, Avg stands for average F-score and
SG stands for Skip-Gram. Standard deviation values smaller than 1% are not mentioned in
the table.

Table 7 illustrates the results of text-classification using various classification models
for different aspects of SQ. Due to the limited space, results of approaches with majority of
zeros in aspects of SQ are excluded from the table (mainly SVM and LR-based classification
approaches). As Table 7 demonstrates, our proposed method outperforms all other state-
of-the-art baseline approaches in terms of Micro-Average F-score (82%), Macro-Average
F-score (59%) and AUC (74%). To be more specific, it can be observed that BERT slightly
improves the Micro-Average value up to 82% compared to the skip-gram-based classifica-
tion approach, where it can achieve maximum 71% with a standard deviation of 2%. Here,
similar Micro-Average values of all methods can be justified by the fact that all of baseline
approaches achieve at least 70% F-score values in the “Service Reliability” aspect, where
there are enough observations to train the models (Table 1).

However, in case of Macro-Average F-score values, it can be observed that BERT’s per-
formance is more than two times better than the second-best approach, the skip-gram-
based MLP. In other words, when it comes to aspects with fewer observations, it can be
observed that baseline approaches are unable to detect tweets’ associations with minor as-
pects of SQ. This can be justified by the fact that a small number of tweets means fewer
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occurrences of input features in word-embedding or topic models, which can lead to the
low variability challenge mentioned before. Table 8 provides a more detailed compari-
son between our proposed method and skip-gram-based MLP classifier as the second-best
approach in terms of F-score and AUC values. As Table 8 demonstrates, while skip-gram-
based MLP achieves considerable precision values in “Comfort” and “Personnel” aspects,
i.e., 43% and 63% respectively, unlike BERT, it fails to keep the trade-off between the cor-
responding recall values. This shows that the model is not sensitive enough to different
kinds of feature vectors that can show up.

In contrast to all baseline methods, BERT is pre-trained on a large corpus of data and can
be fine-tuned for the context of public transport, thus, it can bring extra semantic features
into the process of text classification, which increases the variability and reduces the bias in
the classifier. Additionally, BERT’s bidirectional training of a transformer can also provide
a deeper understanding of the language context and improves the learning capacity. As
Table 7 illustrates, BERT outperforms all baseline approaches in all other aspects of SQ
significantly. This discussion can also be confirmed by the resulting AUC metric, where
BERT can achieve 17% higher AUC values compared to the second-best approach, the skip-
gram-based MLP. Moreover, it can be seen that other baseline approaches have an AUC
value around 0.5, which reflects their incapacity to effectively separate different classes.
After BERT, skip-gram-based classifiers perform better than LDA based approaches. In
particular, skip-gram-based MLP has a significantly better performance especially in minor
aspects where it achieves an F-score of 55% in the “Information” aspect.

Aspect Metric BERT SG + MLP Support

Safety
P 86% ± 10% 40% ± 32%

75R 41% ± 14% 6% ± 5%
F 56% ± 8% 11% ± 9%

View
P 43% ± 1% 13% ± 17%

21R 29% ± 4% 4% ± 5%
F 34% ± 4% 6% ± 7%

Information
P 68% ± 1% 70% ± 5%

194R 83% ± 5% 45% ± 3%
F 75% ± 3% 55% ± 3%

Reliability
P 92% ± 1% 87% ± 1%

948R 92% 86% ± 5%
F 92% 86% ± 2%

Comfort
P 63% ± 3% 43% ± 16%

117R 43% ± 5% 5% ± 2%
F 51% ± 4% 9% ± 4%

Personnel
P 74% ± 4% 63% ± 7%

107R 50% ± 13% 7% ± 1%
F 59% ± 10% 12% ± 1%

Additional
P 83% ± 13% 2% ± 2%

16R 31% ± 6% 2% ± 3%
F 45% ± 4% 2% ± 3%

Table 8: Precision, recall and F-score for two best approaches, BERT compared with skip-
gram-based MLP classifier, for different aspects of SQ. Standard deviation values smaller
than 1% are not mentioned in the table.
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It can be observed in Table 8 that BERT and skip-gram-based MLP models manage to
achieve their best results in the “Service Reliability” and “Information” aspects. This is due
to the fact that there has been more support in these two aspects compared to the others in
the dataset. Focusing on the aspect of “Service Reliability”, it can be observed that, having
more than 700 tweets in the fine-tuning phase and 900 tweets in the evaluation phase, the
fine-tuned BERT model achieves a recall value of 92%, while the precision value is also
preserved. A similar observation is made for skip-gram-based MLP where it achieves 87%
precision and the recall value of 86%. Similarly, looking at the aspect of “Information”,
83% of recall (45% for skip-gram-based MLP) and 75% (55% for skip-gram-based MLP) of
F-score proves the impact of bias-variance trade-off where higher variability of data can
lead to a less biased model.

On the other hand, focusing on the “Additional Services” aspect, it can be seen that
while the precision value of the classification is 83%, the recall value is 31%. This situation
means that the model is not sensitive enough to the different kinds of feature vectors that
can occur. This observation can be justified by two arguments. First, having 16 tweets in
the aspect of “Additional Services” and 21 tweets in the aspect of “View” in FSS, it can be
argued that the variability of tweets is not large enough for the model to obtain enough
sensitivity. In other words, low variability in features leads to a more biased model. Again,
this highlights the main limitation of event detection on sparse datasets. Second, it is a
fact that the nature of additional services inside or around the SCS differs with FSS. For
example, SCS contains a well-known outlet shop, multiple cafés, a food court and a grocery
supermarket, while FSS has none of these. Moreover, SCS is next to a stadium, whereas
FSS is close to an arts venue and cultural and public events. This means that the type of
activities that happen inside/around SCS and FSS are different and therefore, tuning the
model based on one of them, may not fully cover the other. Thus, in this case, the model
will suffer from under-fitting. The same arguments hold for the aspect of “View”.

In summary, by achieving 82% F1 Micro-Average and 74% AUC, it can be argued that
text classification using state-of-the-art language models can be a promising approach for
grouping a sparse dataset of tweets into semantic-related categories.

5.2 Detecting events of interest

In this section, our proposed method in Section 3.2.2 is compared to three state-of-the-
art time-series anomaly detection approaches, namely S-H-ESD, ARIMA, and LSTM [1,
4, 52]. For time-series-based approaches, outlier detection is applied to sentiment scores
(S) and frequency of tweets (F) to detect candidate events (Figure 9). Therefore, two sets
of candidate dates are extracted for each criterion. Here, the union and intersection of
these sets are also considered in order to assess the effectiveness of sentiment analysis for
detection of SQ event.

Using the list of events as ground-truth, candidate events are compared and evaluated.
In this section, the results of three aspects of SQ, namely “Service Reliability”, “Informa-
tion” and “Comfort” are discussed. These aspects are chosen since they have the most
number of support, the most significant F-score values in the aspect extraction phase and
the maximum number of events in the study period. Table 9 compares the results of differ-
ent event detection methods with regard to the sentiment class, anomaly detection method,
and criteria for the aspect of “Service Reliability”.
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Figure 9: S-H-ESD anomaly detection for the frequency of tweets (left) and sentiments
scores (right) for the aspect of “Service Reliability”. Here, green dots indicate correctly de-
tected candidate dates as events while red dots show uneventful days which are incorrectly
detected as events. A large number of tweets in July relates two major service terminations
caused by a police operation and a system failure in 2017.

Anomaly Detection Method Criteria Sentiment Class Precision Recall F-score
FSED - Negative 0.78 0.57 0.66
FSED - Positive 0.79 0.5 0.61
S-H-ESD FUS Positive 0.81 0.26 0.39
S-H-ESD F - 1 0.18 0.31
ARIMA FUS Negative 1 0.14 0.24
ARIMA F - 1 0.13 0.23

Table 9: Summary of the event detection approaches for the aspect of “Service Reliability”.
Due to the limited space, only the top-six approaches with higher F-score are presented in
this table.

As Table 9 illustrates, leveraging sentiment analysis in time-series-based event detection
can increase the overall recall scores in the aspect of “Service Reliability”. Results suggest
that combining frequency-based and sentiment-based solutions increases the recall score
of S-H-ESD by 8%, while the precision score slightly decreases but remains relatively ac-
ceptable. This decrease can be justified by the fact that sentiment-based event detection
approaches observe negative or positive peaks in sentiments scores on a daily scale. How-
ever, daily tweets corresponding to each aspect of SQ may not reflect a common topic, i.e.,
correspond to a specific SQ event. Thus, although such a day can be labelled as a candidate
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date by the detection approach, it will not be considered as an eventful day in a real-world
scenario. These observations can also be further investigated in Figure 9. As the figure
shows, sentiment information clearly contributes to catching events which are missed by
the frequency-based solutions. This figure also reveals that the majority of resulting false
positives in the sentiment-based solution occurs around July. This pattern can be due to the
effect of weather on travel-related mood and travel satisfaction consequently [16], where
cold weather can affect the mood of public transport users and this can lead to exhibiting
more negative emotions when facing similar SQ issues. Nonetheless, based on the F-score
values, it can generally be argued that using sentiment information as an additional class
of observations improves the model’s ability to find more events of interest in the sparse
dataset.

Similar results can be observed for the two other aspects. As Table 10 shows, combining
sentiment-based and frequency-based event detection increases the recall value of S-H-ESD
by 10%. Similarly, as Table 11 illustrates the recall value of Anomalize is increased by 10%
when sentiment information is also considered in the event detection process. This research
confirms the effectiveness of sentiment analysis in detecting events impacting SQ in a fine-
grained geographic area as a complementary solution.

Anomaly Detection Method Criteria Sentiment Class Precision Recall F-score
FSED - Negative 0.78 0.7 0.74
FSED - Positive 0.57 0.7 0.62
S-H-ESD FUS Negative 0.67 0.4 0.5
S-H-ESD FUS Positive 0.57 0.4 0.47
Anomalize F - 1 0.3 0.46
S-H-ESD F - 0.57 0.3 0.39

Table 10: Summary of the event detection approaches for the aspect of “Information”. Due
to the limited space, only the top-six approaches with higher F-score are presented in this
table.

It is also observed that the proposed statistical combination method is significantly bet-
ter than the other time-series-based approaches in both aspects. As it is shown in Table 9,
the proposed method increases the recall of the frequency-based S-H-ESD by 40%. More-
over, FSED outperforms the union of frequency-based and sentiment-based S-H-ESD by a
32% increase in the recall score.

As can be seen in Table 10, where FSED increases the recall value of a frequency-
based S-H-ESD by 40%. This method also outperforms the union of frequency-based and
sentiment-based S-H-ESD by 30% in both sentiment classes. Aligned with other two as-
pects, Table 11 illustrates FSED increases the recall value of frequency-based Anomalize by
19% for both sentiment classes, while the method offers a meaningful trade-off between
precision and recall value of the event detection. The reason can be that, due to the sparsity
of data, it is generally more difficult to robustly find significant changes between pairs of
records in frequency or sentiment time-series. As a result, our statistical approach out-
performs common time-series-based event detection approaches in the case of recall and
F-score. It can also be observed that there is an acceptable trade-off between recall and pre-
cision of FSED, hence implying that FSED can improve the sensitivity of event detection
approach for longer, shorter or regular events.
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Finally, the sentiment class of best approaches in these aspects shows that there is a
correlation between negative sentiments scores and higher F-score in the detection of SQ-
related events. This finding is aligned with the findings of Thelwall et al. [51] who high-
lighted the correlation between important events on Twitter and negative sentiment score.

Anomaly Detection Method Criteria Sentiment Class Precision Recall F-score
FSED - Negative 0.54 0.64 0.59
FSED - Positive 0.5 0.64 0.56
Anomalize FUS Positive 0.4 0.54 0.46
Anomalize FUS Negative 0.37 0.54 0.44
Anomalize F - 0.38 0.45 0.41
LSTM FUS Positive 0.67 0.18 0.28

Table 11: Summary of the event detection approaches for the aspect of “Comfort”. Due
to the limited space, only the top-six approaches with higher F-score are presented in this
table.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a novel approach for detecting events for monitoring a fine-grained public
transport SQ is provided. In the proposed approach, a state-of-the-art language model,
namely BERT, is employed to bring extra semantic features into the process of extracting
aspects in event detection, which increases the variability and reduce the bias in the clas-
sifier. Moreover, the potential of using sentiment analysis as another class of observation
to improve the effectiveness of event detection in a limited context is highlighted. Finally,
a statistical approach called FSED is presented to combine and integrate event detection
solutions based on sentiment and frequency.

Experiments on a real-world dataset indicate the limitations of data and how BERT
manages to handle the aspect extraction task, whereas topic modeling or word-embedding
approaches, as common solutions for handling this task, fail in the limited context of the
dataset. Our evaluations also prove that FSED can significantly improve the sensitivity of
SQ event detection from tweets for longer, shorter or regular events. Moreover, results con-
firm the correlation between negative sentiments scores and improved detection of events
affecting SQ.

Although the proposed approach with current configuration may not be able to reflect
events from other contexts, for example, public transport in a developing country, training
the aspect extraction model in one station and testing it on another station reflects the po-
tential of the proposed method in addressing the problem of model transferability from one
geographic region to another [62]. This aligns with the demonstrated potential of BERT in
transfer learning, where an effective recipe is to fine-tune models with other datasets from
different contexts [13].

Further steps can be improving the performance of the proposed approach by fine-
tuning the aspect extraction model by a more number of tweets with more diversity of
locations and context, which may increase the effectiveness of the method for aspects with
smaller support. Such a model can be used for real-time monitoring of SQ in confined
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spaces of public transport. Moreover, methods will be developed for learning patterns in
dynamic events, when events can travel through the public transport network.
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